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I. r.',RODUCTION

On ,-i~f the more in p-rtant prolems associartL with any systems -,r

effectivaness analyss is that ,if Sft ?! " various sub-studies

which are made such that continuity of purpose and rnxthoe are mair.tained

and m.±*uiingful results are insured. Within. the broad area of transpor-

trtioni plannin-g and evaluation, the problem is particularly acute be-

cause the appropria-e planning horizon mey span zan: years, and~ the ben-

ef its o'f alternative transportatio& systems accrue to a host of diifer-

ent concerns within both the private and thc publiz sectors. One

approach toward such complex problems is to begin at the lovesE level

of consideration and develop sub-models which eventually will feed into

higher-levei models. The alteruiative approach--;ind onn which is re-

flected in this paper--is to begir at the highest level of deci3ion and

work downward toward the lower levels of detail.

An important focus of a meaningfi-1 evaluatioa medel for transpor-

tation systems is to evaluatL alternatives within the contest of the

entire package or mix of transportation services. More specifically,

Thc. methodologj presented in z~his paper was an early input by the
author into a research study conducted ffor the Northeast Corridor Proj-
ect of the Department of Transportation. An expanded version of the
methodology appears in F. S. Pardee, et al, Measurement and Evaluation
of Transportation System Effectiveness, T-he RAND Corporation, RM-5869-DOT,
forthcoming. A preliminary version of this paper wzs presented at
the Thirty-Fourth National Meeting of the Operations Research Society
of America, Philadelphia, November 6, 1968.

Assistant Professor of Finance ard Business Economics, Univers-
ity of California, Los Angeles, and Consultant to The RAND Corporation.
Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They shou-.
not be interpreted as reflecting the views of 71e RAND Corporation or
the official opinion or pclicy of any of its governmental or private
research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corpvration as a
courtesy to members of its staff.
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it is the evaluation of the incremental benefits and costs from adding

a modified or nev transportation mode tc the existing mix. If the

tra-nsporcation planning horizi-n covers the '?70-1995 period, for ex-

ample, nev or improved modes must be evaluated relative to the total

mix-of-modes that is axpected to be operational during that period.

- The purpose of tbs paper is to develop a methodology which con-

ceptually may be useful in evaluating alternative transportation sys-

tems within such a mix-of-modes context. An imporcant characterlstic

of the suggestad methodology is that alernatives are evaluated along

several important dimension so as tc reflect users of transportation

systems, business firms that are involved in providing transportation

services, and also the general public. In order to concencrate on the

more important aspects of the problem, it is convenient ta confine at-

tention to intercity transportation along a single link between two

metropolitan areas. The suggested model .1s adaptable, however, to the

larger orcblem cf transportation within a network of large cities.

in Section Ii, a generalized model fco- evaluating the incremental

effectiver.ess of alternative transportation improvements is developed.

Section III explires the relative sensitivity of zhe model to changes

in. the important variables and parameters. The model is extended in

Section IV to include cost considerations, and nn appropriate decision

rule is explained. The benefit-cost model and its associated sensitiv-

ity analysis are then illustrated in Section V, using an hypothetical

example which inolves two alternative changes to a basic system con-

sisting of seven modes over a planning horizon of five years. The final

section explores both the limitations and implications of the mix-of-

modes evaluatioi model.
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II. GENERALIZEDEY~FECTIVENESS MODEL

This section presents % generalized medel for assessing the total

effectivweness of a tradnspcprtation system consisting of several distinct

modes of travel. t fundam~ental unit of con-3ideration is one-way rrips

along a single link betweer two ncdes. li .ch trip within such a simapli-

fied network is assumed to cornsist ef intra-city travel on one or more

of M.feeder mcrdes within each nodeaditrcytaeloexty

one of If 2 feeder modes along the single link. The basic system, there-

fore, consists of a total mix of M4 = H + M2transportation modes.

By making certain spec-ifications concerning the number of allow-

able feeder modes within each node, it is possible to identify a unique

n'umber of possible mode comnbinations that could be used by a traveler

for a single trip. For example, ;,f exactly one feeder mode is used at

each end of the trip, a total of M 2 possible mode combinations could

be identified. If two or more feeder modes are allowed, the total nm-

ber increases sharply since various combinations are possible. Con-

versely, many particular combinations could be ruled out on logical

grounds. A usefui way of describing ai particular mode combination for

a single trip is with the vector

L..i XV .. M

where X jis a binary variable with value onie if mode j is used or value

zero if the mode is not used on the trip.

The importance of considering the cotal package of transportation
services has been emphasized in M. L. lianhein. "Principles of Transport
Systems Analysis," Highway Research Record: Number 180 (Highway Research

Board, 1967), pp. 11-20.

(i
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Corresponding to the particular technological characteristics of

individual modes, as well as overall economic conditions, there will

be a demand pattern for transportation services from the basic system

over the planning horizon. The demand pattern for a particular period

can be described by the triplet (Wt, Dwt D) which highlights an impor-

tant distinction between primary demand and derived demand. Primary

demand is given by Wr, the total number of one-way trips demanded be-

tween the two nodes during period t. Corresponding to each trip will

be its usage vector x where X is a binary variable, asbeisuaevco wt mwt- mwt

defined above, and I -" w W trips, I t - T periods, and i -- m
t

possible modes. Total demand for trips during the entire horizon is

simply

T

w w (2)
t=i

Derived demand, on the other hand, refers to the demand for par-

ticular modes resulting from primary demand. Derived demand is denoted

by the matrix D =_ where the demand for any given mode during a

given period is specified by
W

t

D : X (3)mt x mwt

w=l

and whe-re total horizon demand for mode m is given by

T T t

D = D mt L wIX (4)

t=1 t=l w=1 [
t~l

The tinary variable for describing a particular mode combination is

thus se.n to be a convenient means of distinguishing between primary
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demand and derived demand--the latter being central ro the purposes of

this study.

The next step is to indicate the relative benefits te all thote

groups involved with the basic transportation system. One useful. clas-

sification scheme is to consider benefits (or disbenefits) accruing to

(1) users of the transportation system, (2) all those business firms

involved in design, implementation, operation, or maintenance of the

many parts of the transportation system, and (3) the general public.

Attributes are particular dimensions of involvement, for each of these

categories, along which absolute or relative measurements can be made.

Possible attributes for users might include travel time, travel cost,

convenience, and safety. For operator firms, some measure of profita-

bility could bE used as an attribute with sales and market share as

possible alternatives. Attributes for the general public are admittedly

more vague--possibilities here right be noise level and air pollution.

Assume, notationally, that a total of I attributes are considered.

Suppose further that it is possible to assign values of a matrix

= [Bmi]. These values may be thought of as measures of relative util-

ity or benefit on a unit-trip basis. Thus, B would represent the

mi

No attempt is made in this paper to establish a particular method
of forecasting demand. Considerable literature exists on this impor-
tant but lower level problem. See, for example, R. E. Quandt and W. J.
Baumol, "The Demand for Abstract Transport Modes: Theory and Measure-
ment," Journal of Regional Science, 6: 13-26, 1966.

An analogous breakdown was employed by M. Hill, "A Method for
the Evaluation of Transportaticn Plans," Highway Research Reco."d: Num-
ber 180 (Highway Research Board, 1967), pp. 21-34.

___________________________________ii_
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particular value along attribute dimension i from a single usage of

mode m. Furthermore, entries in the matrix B would consist of ordinal

type numbers--useful in comparing among tLe various 'nodes--where numeri-

cal assignments are made on a "points" basis bet-,7en designated upper

-k

and lower limits. Such limits would refer to the best and worst bene-

fits along a single attribute. For example, in ccmpating modes along

the societal attribute of air pollution, modes euchi as automobile and

bus would receive fewer points than subway.

Altheugh the two important matrices, 5 and B, comprise the basic

variables in the mix-of-modes methodology, two additional input param-

eters are also needed. The first of these is the vector R = [R I of

relative .aightings across the I attribute dimensions which are identi-

fietA. That is, Ri represents the weighting assigned to attribute i.

The second parameter is given by the matrix S = LS1tI of relative weight-

ings across the T time periods. The representation used for intertem-

poral trade-offs is deliberately general, but it can Ie made more ex-

plicit if so desired. For example, if such a weighting echeme Is to

follow the popular method of discounting all values back to the pre6ent

time using a achecsle of rates K [Ki then

Alt .ough utility or effectiveness values such as the B;z i can be
questioned on several grounds, no furthez attempt is made here to jus-
tify their usage. For a similar approach to this problem, see W.
Jessiman, et al, "A Rational Decision-Makisg Technique for Transporta-
tion Planning," Highway Research Record: Number 180 (Highway Research
Board, 1967), pp. 71-80.

Not unlike the case for B, specification of the values for R
poses a formidable task. A promising methodology for rationally deter-
mining both R and B, see J. R. Miller, "The Assessment of Worth: A
Systematic Procedure and its Experimental Validation," unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, June 1966.
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sit =L '- (5)

A two-dimensional schedule is used beceuse the weighting may well vary

over time to reflect increasing risk and, seconely, because they may

vary among d6fferen,. attributes such as in the case of Frivate versus

public sectors.

The suggested model for evaluating a ternacive treasptr:tacion sya-

tems rerithin a mix-of-modes context consists of dhe logical aggregation

of the input information contained in D, B, R, and S. Letting F repre-

sent total system benefit or effectiveness, the mode" would be written

as
M i T

W =' RS i D B (6)
L t Riitt Mt mi

m--' i=l t4-i

Operationally, the aggregating procedure would proceee as follows.

First, the utility or beaefit values Bmi are weighted by the demand

forecasts Dt. This interim step yields a chree-dimensional array of

demand-weighted values V = ]Vtim I where

V Di a B 01(7)

Successive steps in the procedure aggregate the Vt, across time,

attributes, and modes--in that order. The weightlngs S are used in

- the aggregation over time, and the weightings Ri are used in the aggre-

gation across attributes. The final meaaure F represents the total

system benefit--over the entire planning horizon--from the demand which

is expected for the package of transportation services that will be
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available. Dimensionality of F is not important in itself since it de-

pends on the range of allowable value for B. In addition, the model

is not intended as a means of measuring just one system, but rather as

a means of comparing on an incremental basis alternative changes in

the transportation mix. Before proceeding to develop a betiefit-cost

model, together with an associ. ted decision rule, for evaluating incre-

mental changea, it is well to further explore the basic effectiveness

model as summarized by expression (6).
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III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In a decisionmaking area as complex as transportation, it is not

enough simply to evaluate the relative benefits and costs of alternative

systems. Because of the highly complex interaction of a variety of

different considerations, it is also useful Lo examine the sensitivity

oZ resulting evaluations to changes in the input variables and param-

eters. A piocedure such as sensitivity analysis thus affords the deci-

sionmaker additional information which may be useful, not only in the

actual decision which is made, but in the degree of confidence that it

is the optimal decision.

Within the context of this paper, it is thus useful to examine the

sensitivity of thz total effectiveness measure to different demand pat-

terns, utility assessments, and also changes in the attribute and time

weighting parameters. One approach toward this end is to examine the

increLiental change in effectiveness which is found by taking the total

differential of expression (6) as fellows:

dF 12'.LiD + )F dB + jd + d 8

In this cotal differential, the partial derivatives represent the re-

sponsiveness of the model to changes in its component parts, while the

other terms are the absolute changes expected to result frM. a changing

transportation system.

Although the merits of a sensitivity analysis can real!y not be

appreciated until applied to a numerical exemple, it is of Interest to

briefly explore the expected directions of chznge when the inputs are



altered. This is readily accceplished by examining further the partiai

derivatives of expression (8) as foll-vs:

I

RS > 0 (9)

at

T

= S D > 0 (10)

t-l

M T

L. /S tDtB > ()

3=1 t=l

M

F > 0 :12)
w=l

Because all Ct* input values are positive, all of the individual changes

in F are also positive. For the special case where discount rates are

used as time weightings, substitution of expression (5) into expres-

sf-n (6) voulJ lead to

M T i _ & tR
__ ~ ,- t~DII< 0 (12a)T ,,l t=I (l+K) t+l

£ -uzt-1 i

Bence, if a discount rate is increased, benefits from a future period

are penalized more, and total effectiveness is reduced.

Since the suggested effectiveness model focuses on a mix-of-modes

context, it is also useful to examine sensitivity from that particular

viewpoint. Recalling that the "last" summation in expression (6) is



across the various acdes of the trazsportacion systez, it is po-ssible

to cclezute the relative con~tribution~ ol" ea.h mode to the ti trar -

porta:1or. systen. The apprz;priate caculatim to d;z this w.oul~d bie

I T

- .i it at M

ta F (3

ii.iere T Z represents the percentage coatribu.tioni of mode it to :he rz':a!

trawnpz tation svste--.



IV. BEEFIT-COST rECISIXON RUY.P

Lbu- far, onli the relative benef:is of the basic trar.sporzaci:r.

system have been reflected In order to choose aong alternative trans-

pc:tatic* pr-posals, it is necessary t, brin-g c.'st c- sierations into

the analysis- This section explaias an appropriate benefit-cost deci-

sin rule z:ch .an be used in co.nnectioa vth the genera:ized effec-

.tivenesi Edel wkich has been dei.-oped.

The suggested proce&_-re is to utilize the benefit cost ratio which

is but one of a set af "disco;nted-present-value" techniques which have

beeu popularized in :he acadesiic literature as zppropriate for ranking

and selecting investment projects. The common theme of these techniques

is to penalize all future benefits and costs for each prcject into to-

day's value scheme--and choose accordingly. As oppcsed to the internal

rate of return and net present value methods hich are cocmonly sugges-

ted for decisiomaking within the busine-s enterprise, the benrefit-cost

ratio has become =ore popular in dec!sion problems involving the pub-

lic sector. A major reason f&r aiis is Lhat use of the bene-fit-cost

ratio does wt recsire that benefits awd costs be measured in the same

units. and t.is is a t ypical cbaracteristic of problems within the

public sector--the transportation problen being no exception.

Retail thar t.tal effectiveness of the basic transportatico sys-

ten expected tc be operationa over the T-period ho,-izor is lenoted by F.

If the -otal cost of that systes in present dol!ar- is C, the benefit-

nFora excellent rco.arison of these three evaluation ethods,

see G. D. Quirnn, The ( .&taL Expenditure DE:ison (Richard D. Irwin.
1967).

S-i



cotrati- i.--o--uld si--Pv lte Fz*EC. it trrns t-.t thalt frZ~e 0 ~eso

sirstem. nveirher t?6 ratz.o 'FC nor t!,e e-:st irseli -,hns eir-cz -%arn,

insteai. Ihe relevant franevo:r i rc- co-msider incremEntal bene-

zit and __cremntal costs as -nasured fr*= the basic prc;osed system.

Let 'I r.~present zhe total "-%rier of dist:.-:t chartres lor c =bineation

.:f Chaulges) thirt are b--inx evaluated. Each p-srtictzlar chang~e 1 ! j ~.

cc:ild be an i=Proveoent to a singlte =-dp, zor iz mIight be a shdln

zrother rie!r-,- -'= vat'-'n viiz zi &t- have -apect acr-ss several modes.

in any even't, the suggestad rc re:s t-a treat er-c'1 possible change

i niividuall anId cvxpute its tctal sysL.em ber-fit F. and syste= cost C..

Mhe incre-mental 'benefiA't and co-st fEor that char.ge T. ould 1:e given~ by

F- - F arnd -"C. = C. - C, respectively- The approp~riate benefit>-

co-st ratico chus becomes IF. -"C- and the szkgebted dtcisicn rule is to

cho:ose that s-.st er- change whtich =-axiwizes this :atio. More explic-*tly,

the decision rule

is suggeste~d as the relevantr :r.iterion. Finally, the entire analysis

is deliberately built arcund transportation between only two nodes.

As such, Zhe cecisi.cn rule miay lead to solutions which are sub-optimal

r-,lative to che entire network. Nonetheiess, exression (14) dois

serve to tie the generalized effectiveness model to the po-int of deci-

s ion. Scme of the qtalifications which have !been mentioned will be

considered further in the final section of the paper.



V. 1LLUSThA7iVE ML%.11E

In order to ada. further understandin.g to the generalized efiectixe-

ness model, the sensitivity analysis ef the model, and the associated

benefit-cost decision rule, a simplified exa-ple is presented in this

section. As before, attentien focuses m the easiest case of one-way

travel aI-Ag a single link--for exemp.., between Philadelphia and Nev

Yor 1ity. The p!a nrug hori-on cslts z . T - 3 percds (1971-1975).

The basic transportation system thst is expected to be operational

during that period consists of M = 7 travel 3Jdes. In particular, the

system consists cf the folloving M 1 - 4 intra-city feeder modes: Auto-

mobile (- bus X2 ), subway (2X3), and taxicab (X4). The F2 = 3 inter-

city wjor modes are airplane (X5), freeway (16). and railroad (X7 ).

Any one-way trip can be described by the vector X of binary-usage vari-

ables. For example, X - [I, 0, 1, G, 0, 0, 1] could represcat a modal

combination suzh as autcoobiie-ratlroad-sub'ay. The case of an indi-

vidual traveler making the entire trip by personal automobile would be

described verbally as automobile-freevay-automobL.e or by the usage

vector X - [I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1. 01.

Suppose further thai a demand analysis is made for the five-year

period and for the postulated system of seven total modes. Results in-

dicate a total primary demand of 35,000 one-way trips according to the

schedule
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1l(1971) - 5000 trips

WI(1972) - 6000 trips

W3(973) = 7000 trips

W4(1974) - 8000 trips

W 5(1975 ) - 9000 trips

W1 35,000 trips

Furthermore, by specifying a usage vector for each trip (in some

aggregate sense) and by sumation using equation (3), the following

modal-time matrix is obtained as a measure of derived demand:

(1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975)

7000 8000 9000 13000 120001 (Automobile)

2000 2000 2500 3000 3000I (Bus)

2000 3000 3000 4000 3000 (Subway)

2000 3000 3500 4000 3000 (Taxicab)
E D= [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mt 1500 2000 2000 2500 3000 (Airplane)

2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 (Freeway)

1000 1000 1500 1500 1500 (Railroad)

Although these are only illustrative numbers, certain features

of the matrix are worth noting. First, derived demand increase over

tie for all modes--the single exception being 1975 where the overall

demand for feeder modes decreases. Secondly, since a single major

mode is used for each one-way trip, a total of the values below the

dashed line for each column in the matrix simply gives the demand foz

trips in that particular year Wt. In addition, the demand for automo-

biles is always at least twice as great as for the freeway, since the

assmption is that only personal autos are driven on the freeway, but

I
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autos can also be used as a means of intra-city cransportation to the

railroad, airplane, or another feeder mode. FinAlly, for the entire

planning horizon, an average of 2.62 feeder modes per trip are used.

The next step is tc- specify the different attributes which are to

be measured. For this simplified examrpe, the following I = 4 attri-

butes will be considered: travel time, travel cost, return on invest-

ment, and air pollution. That is, users of the transportation system

are only incerested in ,ravel ti.e and travel cost, operator firms con-

sider only their return on investment, and the public is primarily con-

cerned with air pollution.

In order to assess the utility or effectiveness of this particular

transportation system, it is fira necessary to 3pecify the unit-trip

measures B. as defined earlier. Hypothetically, these values might be

as follows:

( Travel )travelf Return Air

Time 1| Cost Mon Inv) 1Follution)
8 6 10 3 (Automobile)
4 9 7 3 (Bus)

6 10 5 10 (Subway)

=rB 1' 10 4 7 3 (Taxicab)'m i- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
10 3 7 10 (Airplane)

7 10 10 5 (Freeway)

5 5 4 10 j (Railroad)

Assessments are made on a relative basis within each attribute cate-

gory with a maximum of 10 points for the "best" feeder mode and also

the "best" major mode.

Despite the arbitrary nature of these rankings it is possible to

indicate obvious preferences. For example, along the travel time
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attribute, taxicab ranks highest within the city (node). Personal au-

tomobile is rated lowe- because of parking problems. Subway certainly

moves "faster" in an. absolute sense but is penalized because the trav-

eler must somehow get to and from his home or ether connecting modes.

For the major mode category, airplane is clearly quicker as indicated.

Again, these value assignments are independent of demand (at this point)

and represent the relative contribution of each mode within the given

mix of modes.

The other important inputs are the two sets of weighting parameters.

The relative weighting among attributes R. can be described by the vector.
i

.251 (Time)

.25 (Cost)
LRi] = .251 ( ±eturn on investment)

L25 I (Air pcllution)

which simply means :hat the four attributes of this example are weighted

equally. The weighting across time will be made with th- special case

of discount rates. The discounting schedule can be rep:.esented by

.101 (Tire)

.10 (cost)
[Ki =.101 (Return on investment)

.05 (Air pollution)

which effectively assigns a higher rate to the private sector than to

the public sector. The correspondence between K and the generalized

weightings S is given by expression (5).
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These inputs can now be used to compute the total effectiveness

f the basic system. As previously mentiotned, the first step in the

aggregation is to compute the three-dimensional array V =[V . of de-

mand-weighted benefit values. For example, if the first celunn cf D

is systematically multiplied times successive colmns of B, one obtains

the aggregate 1971 utilities for each mode and attribute combiaation.

In other words, this takes into account the expected demnpd pattern for

the first year of the planning horizon. The eni result is a series of

five matrices--each representing one year of the horizon. For 1971.

the matrix would oe as f3llows:

r t on Inv.) Poilution

r56000 420004 70000 21300] (Automobile)

8000 18000 14000 600 (Bus)

12 000 20000 10000 20000 (Subway)

t =1-7 r P 1 20000 -8000 14000 6000 (Taxicab)
t1971 v1971 ,i,m] j 2o~ ~o ,oo Lo

15000 4500 10500 15000 (Airplane)

17500 25000 25000 12500 (Freeway)

L 5000 5000 4000 10000 (Railroad

This procesc of weighting by demand tesults in an enttrely different

picture. Although taxicab was ranked higher than personal automobile

on the basis of travel time, the higher demand for using ome's own au-

tomobiLe reveraes the ranking in the Vitm values. Other simi-lar changes

in the 1971 V matrix are alo noted.

The series of five V matrices (one for each year of the horizon),

together with R and K (or 5), become the input valuc needed for the

effectiveness model. Using expression (6), the total effectiveness of

the proposed transportation system is found to be 663,675. This is a
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"dimensicnless" quantity which reflects all co:nsideratios felt to bc.

importart--at least for this simpifed example. The total cost of

this basic transportation system is estimated tn be C = $10 billion,

but as mentioned before, this particular value i not essential to the

problem of choosing among prospective changes.

Consider now alternative changes in the transportation mix. As-

sume for continued simplicity that only J 2 distinct alternatives are

to be evaluated in addition to the base system already describ-d. The

first is simply an improvement of an existing major mode, while the

second is the addition of a new major mode to the three already operational.

The fizst proposed change in the mix of modes available is to imple-

ment a technological improvement in railroad locomotives. The improved

trains will be available at the beginning of the third period. The ef-

fect of this improveawnt, which can be realized at an added present-

value cost of $200 million over the planning horizon, is to reduce travel

time xetwt-en the two cities.

Although the primary demand for trips remains the same at W = 35,000,

estimates of derived demand are altered to reflect the improved status

of railropd viz-a-viz other major modes. The derived demand matrix for

the first alternative chn'xye becomes

(1971) (1972) (1973) Jii74) (1975)

7000 8000 9000 12500 11500 (Automobil!e

2000 2000 2500 3000 3500 (Bus)

2000 3000 3500 4500 4000 (Subway)

Mt 201" 3000 4600 ,000 4000 (Taxicab

1500 2000 ' 1700 2000 2300 (Airpisne)

250U 3000 , 3300 3800 4200 (Freeway)

1000 1000 , 2000 2200 2500 (Railroad)
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where the superscript simply indicates the first proposed change in the

mix of modes. The first two columns of D1 are similar to D, while the

last three coiumns reflect () the increased demand for railroad, (2)

the reduced demand for airplane and freeway, and (3) che in :reased de-

mand for feeder mcdes (particularly suOwy and taxicab) which is postu-

lated. The B, P, and K input data are left unchanged for this case.

ideally, the B71 value for travel Cime using railroad would be adjusted

upward--but is held cu, s-ant for simplicity, and aiso because the im-

prcvement does not take effect until midway through the planning horizon.

The second proposed change is the addition of VTOL as a major mode

for irter-city travel. It can be developed and implemented by the be-

ginning of the fourth period at an added present-value cost of $1.5 bil-

lion over the planning horizon.

The availability of this additional mode, togerher 0 th its added

flexibility for rapid air travel, is expected to increase primary de-

mand (W - 38,000 trips) as well ao derived demand for tiansportatic-n

services. The derived demand over tiir is given by

(1971) (1972) (1973)a (1974) k1975)
000 8000 9000 ' 14C00 14000 (Automobile)

2000 2000 2500 , 3500 4000 (Bus)

-
2  2000 2000 2500 ' 3500 4000 (Subway)

D D &
mt 2000 3000 3500 * 5500 5500 (Taxicab

1500' 2000 200 3000. 3;0; (Airplane)

2500 3000 3500 1 4000 4500 (Freeway)

1000 ICOO 1500.' 1'i,0 M IOU (Raitro.d)

0 0 , 500 2500 ('rtCL)
-J

Note that, although this matrix now includes an elghth row, vaiues of

tLe first three colnns are identical to those of -0. During 1974, a
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small demand fcr this "revolutionary" demand results, but also an ad-

ded derard for airplane--perhapi because service on the latter is im-

proved in the advent of a close competitor. During 1975, however, trav-

elers begin to utilize the VTOL mode at the expense of the other modes.

Again, the feeder mode demand has been adjusted accordingly.

The m3trix of per-LLip utiliLy values is also augmented with an

eighth row as follows:

(Travel (Travel (Return (.ir
Time) Cost) on Inv.) Polltion)

8 6 10 3 (Automobile)

4 9 7 3 (Bus)

6 10 5 10 (Subway)

B [B2  4 7 3 (Taxicab)

10 3 7 10 (Airplante)

7 10 10 5 (Freeway)

5 5 4 10 (Rsilroal)

9 4 6 lO (VIOL)

The other inputs, K and R, are again held constant for this proposed

change.

A benefit-cost comparison of these two alternatives can now be

made along the lines suggested earlier. For each of the proposed changes,

the total system effectiveness is calculated, and the incremental bene-

tit and incremental coat--both measured relative to the basic transpor-

tation system--are used to calculate the incremental "enefit-cost ratio.

Results of such calculations for the two alternatives are presented in

Table 1. It is immediately noted thaz the increments! benefit-cost

rttio for an improved reilroad irode is higher thdn that for the alterna-

tive of intriducing a new VTOL mode. Aoperltng to Lne decision rule o'f



Table I

WENEFIT-OST .XALYSIS OF

ALThIEAT:VE ThANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 197 1-75

Improved New VTOL
Basic Railroad Mode .Mode

Sys tem 0 1) n =2 )

System benefit 663,675 680,120 727,70Q

Incremental Benefit -- 16,445 64,034

System Cost ($300) 10,000 10,200 I !!,500

Incremental Cost (SOCO) -- 200 i 1,50-3

Benefit-Cust R3tio AFi /C 1  -- 82.23 J 4.69
expression (14), one concludes t-at the optimal strategy is to inpro-.e

the existing railroad major mode by making it faster, rather than the

more ambitious project of developing and implementing VTOL as another

major mode.

Clearly, the inputs dictated by this simplified examplc are arbi-

trary, incomplete, and perhaps even inconsistent. Nonetheless, togerher

with tha generalized effectiveness model described in the preceding sec-

tioa, they serve as an illustrative example of how one might evaluate

alternati e transportation systems in a mix-of-modes context--at least

along a single link between two nodes over a finite time horizon. To

further illustrate the use of the suggested sensitivity analysis, and

also to emphasize the importance of the mix-of-modes context, it was

coavenient to continue the example. A total of seven distinct changes

were investigated on the basis of how they affected %he total system

effectiveness. The seven changes were incorporated via the D, B, R,

In order to focus on the sensitivity of the total effectiveness

model as given by expression (6), costs were not considered for the re-

mainder of the illustrative example.
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&-, K 'r;js A.-%' of cach of rte seven~ chan~e fzllcvs:

a !~an~e o'f aztri!>jte veish~~ins3 to

-I'

-tijch .Its eavier. ezipasis c-- sers, :harm or. op&er--- er s-cciervy.

sir poilz-tion.

(C) Chan-ge of the eiscouinri s:iedule to

0.0

which effectively bypasses dJiscourting. and thus all years

are trctei a1y

(~)Cliane of the uiscciuncing scheci.Ac to

r-o5

1.05



-. s I~th 3l atrib-zte a:cJfls arc uisc.Nted si-- zi,-

-erctnt risk. frt ite-.s r, t-i~*z. i.tci~ij .o

~~read decreases zi.-" :=e. 7cala -dezand iz': .- -y trips is

hela c ns ta~t.

(f) ha.e of de=_and for feeder nodes to

000~~ro £500 70 ' 9 3 rG&i(-3=o~t)_
2O00o 2000 2500 3000 3000 i(Bus

i - 3000 450 0 5000 3000 7COC" (Subwy
D= 2000 300 3500 4Or,7) 3000 t (Taxicab)

Y. an - c a

where the signinicat :ncrerse is .vr taxicab at the expese

of autobila. Total deind for feeder fdes is held ccn-

~~staret, as is th, ratio of feeder to .aJor medes.

(f) Change of der-trip utility values. For the B "aarrx used

-ear2ier, all values of 10 30re incresed to 15, while other

vlues ere unchanged The effect here i s to ake "the best

even better."



Rmsults ,ij these seven individual sexusi:~vicy changcs a-z nresented

ir. Table -. '."ta! Ryste- fer:e_ for vach is calculatec-.again

usiri cnPressi.,n ) Results of the individual changes uere a.!I in

relacive dietc:sas predicted by expressions (9) thrujh (12al i n

Section III. Several are w.rth mentioning. For exxtple, weighting

heavier tou.rd user attributes increased the aggregate system benefit,

but decreased when the weighting was shifted toward th? air pollution.

This resultedi because th'qre was only a single public attribute as against

two user attributes. When time was ignored (i.e., no discounting), the

systet- Derefit increased substantially. Conversely, only slight in-

creases in total system benef it resulted when major mod demand ane

feeder mode demand wexe shifted (not increased), respecl:ively. Finally,

-a significant change was observed when the relati-ve per-trip utility

values were increased. The percentage change in toital system benefit,

f or this illustrn~tive example and also fur the !iypothetical. changes

which were made, ranged from -5.5 percant for change (b) to --31.0 per-

cent for change (c).

Table 2

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Effective-
System or Change ness

Basic System 663,675

(a) Attribute weighting toward user 666,799
(b) Attribute weighting toward public 627,311

II

(c Nodscutig86,2

in Tab! 2.(d) Hqial discuting e7e43e,-195 ah scaclae--gi
using xpr~e)s~ Majo mo esu~ ean 6h6idviuahags7rea1

(f)ie Feead uer amodribuema n rae 675,339tesst eeft

(g)ni Uilited aues 814,227l asnlepbicatibt s gis
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Also of in':erest, as part o a sensitivity analysis for the exam-

pie, is the relative contributinn of different mode to total system ef-

fectiveness. This calculation was made using expression 113). :,sults

are presented in Table 3 for the basic system, the two alternative (pro-

posed) transportation systems, and the seven changes which comnprised

the sensitivity analysis. The total for each colurn in this table is,

of course, 100 percent.

: 'n immnediate .observarion is that the percentage conttributions of

ditffrent modes are relatively constant across the difterent transoer-

Eati,,n izprovements.and sensitivity changes which were postulated. Major

shifts occurred mainly when demand patterns foi major or feeder modes

were changed substtantially. Conversely, for changes (a) through (d)

which involved paraneters for weighting and discounting, the mix changed

very little. The value of thi.s type of presentation will doubtless be

enhanced when more realistic demand and utility values are incorporated

into the effectiveness model.
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VI. IMPLICATIONS

This paper has presented and illustrated a generalized effective-

ness model for evaluating alternative changes to a total transportation

system. Both a sensitivity anzlysis and a benefit-cost decision rule

have been suggested as appropriate adjuncts to the effectiveness model.

The overall methodology is felt to have two importa.nt characteristics.

The first is that benefit-cost relationships are measured within the

context of the entire mix of transportation services. The second is

that the methodology serves as a useful vehicle for Irawing together

or synthesizing lower-level considerations of demand, utility measure-

ment, and comparisons across both time and attributes.

Certain limitations of the methodology should be mentioned. The

first is simply a reminder that no sirgle model is evr likely to pro-

vide a unique answer to a r:oblem as complex as transpcrtation planning.

Nevertheless, if one believes in the possibility of some!-ow aggregating

over the many aspects of the transportation problem, then the mix-of-

modes evaluation model may prove useful in providing at least ballpark

answers. More realistic examples should prove to be useful in further

assessment of the mix-of-modes model.

A second limitation is that the modal assumes a homogeneous user

for the transportation system. This was necessary in order to focus

on the important variables and pararieters of the model. Because of its

straightforward additive feature, the effectiveness model could be ex-

tended to consider several disI.nct classes of users--e.g., business-

men, shoppers, antd vacationers. The cost of this added precsion is

simply that demand and benefits must be estimated separately for each
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class that is identified. Moreover, additional weighting across user

classes would be required.

A final limitation of the mix-of-modes model is that it focuses

only on a single transportation link. It becomes of interest, there-

fore, to consider extending the model to include the relative effective-

ness and costs over an entire network of several nodes and links. One

possibility is to treat the network as a collect.on of individual links

such as in the basic model. The difficulty with this is that the im-

portant relaticnship between inter-city and intra-city travel is likely

to be blurred--particularly in the case of multi-link trips. It may

also be possible to formulate the full network analysis into a program-

ming context. This would not only allow the intertaces between modes

and links to be made explicit, but it would serve as a framework for

allocating a total systems budget across the various network links as

well as the several modes which comprise the transportation system.

These limitations, plus others which could be mentioned, would ap-

pear not so much to refute the usefulness of the suggested methodology

as to indicate the need for further extensions and enrichment. That

is, the mix-of-modes evaluation model should be considered only the

first step in making explicit the myriad of considerations and relation-

ships that characterize the complex--and highly important--problem of

selecting future transportation systems.


